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For any enterprise startup, customers are like oxygen. To complete the sales process and 

fully close a customer, there’s no way to get around the legal contract process. While this 

can often be a lengthy and overwhelming process for an early-stage enterprise startup who 

doesn’t yet have in-house legal counsel, it’s necessary to keep your company and product 

protected. 


This Enterprise Playbook addresses many of the legal challenges enterprise leaders face 

when closing a deal. We asked , Head of Legal at New York City-based unicorn 

ActionIQ, for her best legal negotiation and review tactics, which include best practices for 

approaching the most negotiated terms in SaaS (provider services, intellectual property 

rights, indemnification, liability limitation, and termination) and an MSA review checklist. 


Maria approaches things in very methodical way, balancing the demand to scale up your 

business through deal efficiency, while keeping the company legally protected. These 

tactics are specific to SaaS products and can generally be utilized when selling to different 

enterprise customers - from big Wall Street banks to public tech companies to tech startups. 


Maria Kuehn

Disclaimer: This presentation is for informational purposes only, and should not be 

construed as legal advice on any subject matter.
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What We’re Going to Cover 

Fast track to close = Fast track to growth.

How to scale up your business through deal efficiency.

Topics:

1. Deals and legal documentation

2. Master SaaS Agreement (MSA) patterns recognition

3. Strategies and Checklist



MSAs / Order Forms / SOWs



Brief Background
MSAs, Order Forms and SOWs govern the relationship between 

You and Your customers.


MSAs outline the legal terms, and detail each party’s 

obligations and rights.


Order Forms/SOWs are supporting documents to the MSA and 

outline the commercial terms (duration of the agreement, 

pricing, services).


Typically, there is one MSA per customer, but there can be 

multiple Order Forms/SOWs.




The Most Negotiated Terms In SaaS Agreements

These three are negotiated almost 100% of the time.

Liability 
Limitation

Indemnification
Data 

Security
Product 

Specification and IP
Termination for 

Convenience

1 2 3 4 5



Key Provisions You SaaS Startups 

Should Have in Their MSA



Provider Services

…the Services are 
provided on a 
software-as-a-service 
basis…”

“ The customer is granted 


non-exclusive, non-transferable right to use the 

Services.

The customer is only granted to use the Services as 

detailed in the agreement.

The Services are provided on a SaaS basis.

No services/products are being developed exclusively 

for the customer.



...Intellectual Property Rights 
to the Services.

…Restrictions.

 …Provider …. 
shall retain all rights, title 
and interests (including all 
intellectual property and 
proprietary rights) in and to 
the Services.


 ….Customer 
shall not directly or 
indirectly…”

“Intellectual 
 Property Rights

The customer is only granted the right to access and use 

the Services as detailed in the agreement.

The customer shall not use Your IP to create a competing 

service, sublease the service, or transfer it to another.

You retain all IP rights, title, and interest to the Services.

Note: Sometimes when selling into a legacy company, the concept of 

“SaaS” might be new to them. They might see the technology agreement 

and assume you are billing them for the IP (meaning whatever you sell them 

belongs to them). It’s important to pay attention to this - do not sell the IP 

rights to your customer!



(a)  ….Provider 
agrees to defend Customer 
against any claim by a 
third party that the 
Services infringe a valid US 
patent…

(b)  Provider 
shall have no liability ….”

Indemnity.

Exclusions.

“ Indemnification
Indemnification is a promise to compensate the other 

party for losses resulting from events specified in the 

contract.

You may elect to indemnify the customer for 3rd party 

claims related to IP infringements, provided the claim 

does not stem from the customer’s data or misuse of 

the Service. 

Ensure that in the event of a claim, You have the right to 

cure the IP infringement. 



Indemnification: 

Fallbacks and Positions to Avoid

Fallbacks

IP indemnification for the rights other than US Patents;

Positions to Avoid

Data Breach and Privacy;


Breach of Security obligations;


Breach of Confidentiality obligations; and


Claims not brought by a third-party (customer’s direct 
claims).

Unlimited Indemnification for:

Subject to a Supercap, third party indemnification 
claims for:

Customer Data/ DPA breach;


Breach of Security obligations; and


Breach of Confidentiality obligations.



…In no event shall 
either party…be liable 
for any indirect, 
punitive, incidental, 
special, consequential 
or exemplary damages”

“
Limitation 
of Liability

Direct Damages liability only. For example, the fees the 

customer paid for the Services, certain damages resulting 

from the failure to provide the Services.

No liability for Indirect Damages. For example: costs of 

procuring a new platform; lost profits; hiring/directing 

personnel in finding alternatives; costs to enforce the 

rights against the breaching party.



…In no event shall either 
party’s cumulative and 
aggregate liability under 
this agreement exceed the 
fees paid to provider by 
customer under this 
agreement in the 12 months 
preceding the event giving 
rise to the liability.”

“ Limitation of 
Liability, Cont’.

Usually, a standard MSA includes 

a monetary cap.

No matter the actual damage amount, 

neither party would be responsible for 

more than the fees paid during the 12 

months prior to the liability event.

Take note of the exceptions!



LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: 

Fallbacks and Positions to Avoid

Fallbacks

24-month Liability Limitation cap.

Positions to Avoid

Unlimited Liability, either under the Indemnification section or as “direct damages” 
under the Limitation of Liability section, for the damages related to:

Customer Data/ DPA breach;

Privacy;

Breach of Security obligations; and

Breach of Confidentiality obligations.

Note: Liability Limitation caps are 

usually 12 months, but in general, many 

companies will agree to 24 months. 



Limitation of Liability Hypothetical

$100K = 

$10K =

$25K =

$60K =

Amount paid during Year-1


 Additional personnel costs


 Difference in replacement 
cost for the year 3


 Lost profits

$100K =

$25K =

 Amount paid during Year-1


 Difference in replacement 
cost for the year 3

$100K = Amount paid during 
12-month period

Expected Damages = $195,000 Expected Damages = $125,000 Expected Damages = $100,000

LoL with Liability CapLoL solely for Direct DamagesNo LoL in place

Y-Company enters into a 3-year agreement with Software Company for an annual subscription fee in the amount of $100,000.  

At the beginning of Year 2, the software ceases to function. Y-Company spends $10k in personnel costs in finding and vetting 

alternative solutions and $125,000 on the replacement platform. As a result, Y Company loses 2 customers, which would have 

yielded them $60k in profits.



…Termination. This 
Agreement may be earlier 
terminated by either party 
(i) if the other party 
materially breaches…this 
Agreement, or (ii) if the other 
party seeks protection 
under any bankruptcy…”

“ TERMINATION
Termination for Cause. A party may terminate 

an agreement solely for specific reasons 

(typically, material breach or bankruptcy).

No Termination for Convenience/ without Cause. 

Do not agree to “termination for convenience”. 

Including this provision into an agreement will 

prevent you from recognizing the revenue as an 

ARR (which, as you know, is one of the most 

important metrics investors look at).



MSA Review Procedures  
& Best Practices



Legal Review Cycle

Initiation Negotiation Approvals Collection Signature Collection

You send a template 
of your MSA to the 

Prospect; or

The Prospect submits 
its version of the MSA 

for your review

Consists of 3 or 4 
rounds* of comments on 

each side, and usually 
takes 4-5 weeks

Collect once the 
Agreement, the Order 

Form and the SOW 
have been finalized; 

Takes ~24 hours

Takes a few days 
to ~1 week

* 1 round = 1 set of 
comments on each side


STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4

1

2



Your Forms as 
Default Agreements

Using your standard documents will streamline and expedite the legal 

review process.


Your documents reflect accurately the services you provide. 


The Services are provided on your uniform operational infrastructure and 

in accordance with the then current technical and security capabilities. 

For that reason, you cannot agree to customers’ SLA and may not be able 

to agree to certain contractual provisions related to the security practices.


The uniformity in contractual terms allows you to better support your 

customers throughout the entire customer life cycle.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Always recommend to the counterparty to use your forms of the MSA. 


Tips on how to present the benefits of reviewing your MSA to the 

counterparty (try any or all):



MSA Review Checklist



MSA 
Review 
Checklist

Make sure no IP Rights are being transferred. Search (Ctrl+F) the following:


    No “deliverables”


    No “work for hire”


    No “IP Rights assignment”


Add “Restrictions on use”


Add Customer reps and warranties


Subcontracting/ Subprocessing - Make sure no customer consent is required to 
add a subcontractor/ subprocessor. In connection with subprocessor, a notice will 
be given to the customers. Search (Ctrl+F) for “consent”


Make sure “Confidentiality” obligations are MUTUAL


Add Indemnification by the Customer – At minimum, customers shall indemnify


You for third party claims in connection with the customers’ data


Limitation of Liability (LOL). Make sure:


    LOL is MUTUAL


    LOL section excludes all indirect/ consequential damages


No unlimited liability for data/ security/ confidentiality/ privacy breaches. These 
shall be    subject to a Supercap. PAY ATTENTION, to include Supercap in the 
indemnification sections that address data/ security/ confidentiality/ privacy 
breaches


No escrow for the code


Assignment – no customer consent will be required in case of merger/ sale 



THANK YOU 
Work-Bench is an enterprise venture capital firm based in New York City. We 

lead $3M - $6M Seed rounds in enterprise software startups throughout the 

country. We are laser-focused on supporting early-stage startups on all things 

go-to-market and have built a dynamic enterprise tech community in New 

York City and beyond.   

Sign up for the Work-Bench Enterprise Weekly Newsletter, to stay up-to-date 

on all things enterprise tech with 18K+ subscribers. 

www.work-bench.com /work_bench hello@work-bench.com

and many more

Proud INVESTORS in
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